
FIERBINTEANU
tech ride & stage set

Art-pop two piece band performing a vocal-electronic 
live act. More exactly, two persons on stage singing live, 
playing midi-controller with laptop and doing 
choreography with theatrical elements, normally with 
video projections (handled from the stage). If suitable, 
the performance involves also guitars and/or bass, 
played live by one of the band members. Usually, this 
pop & experimental musical show is approx. 60-70 
minutes long, but can be adapted for suitable durations.

Members:
Cristian Fierbinteanu (vocals, laptop, electronics, bass, 
guitar)
Gabriela Fierbinteanu (vocals)

Contact:
Cristian Fierbinteanu
music@fierbinteanu.com
fierbinteanu.cristian@gmail.com
mobile: 0040724230017

We bring:
Microphones, effects, instruments, laptop, a mixer and 
cables to connect all. We have laptop for audio and 
mixer on stage with us. We also bring a laptop to play 
video projections (via HDMI connection). The sound is to 
be taken as a left/right sum from our onstage audio 
mixer with two DiY and sent in two stage monitors and 
also in the PA system.

We need:



two stage audio monitors
two mic stands with holders
two guitar stands
two DiYs for the sound to be taken from the onstage 
mixer
two key stands with top cases (for laptop, midi controller 
and audio mixer).
one stand/small table or similar for laptop for video 
projections
four power sources
video projection system with screen, video projector and 
HDMI cable

We also need one technician to assist us with our 
installation, sound check and video check (we need 
60-70 minutes in total for installing, sound and video-
check). After the show, we need assistance from the 
technician or similar, it should take 20 minutes to take 
everything out.

We would appreciate:

Cabin with light and mirror backstage, safe and with 
access to water and clean toilet. Four bottles of still 
water (ambiance temp.) and four bottles of mineral 
water (cold) with glasses. Three clean textile towels. If 
available, coffee and fruits. Good vibes!


